
This short course was developed in response to a Training Needs
Analysis that was conducted by the Department of Community
Development and Skills Training Resource Unit to Provinces in the
Highlands, New Guinea Islands and Momase regions. Fresh water
fish farming on a small scale can be an alternative means of
sustaining basic family needs. For those who wish to obtain skills in
raising fresh water fish, there are many benefits that can be
achieved to sustain the family, such as extra income from sale of
fresh fish, good source of food for the family etc. There are 5
modules in this short course.
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Program: FISHERIES

Course: RAISING FRESH WATER FISH

Module code: AF012v

Modules title: Harvesting your fish

Module 5:
Harvesting your
fish

Module 4:
Care of fish and pond

Module 3:
Preparing pond for
stocking with fish

Module 2:
Construct a fish
pond

Module 1:
To fresh water fish
farming
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A1. Reasons
for raising fish

A2. Identify
type of fish
to raise

A3. Identify type
of fish farming
system to use

A4. Factors to
consider before
starting a fish project

B1. Select
site

B2. Test the
soil

B3. Construct
the pond

B4. Construct
the intlet

B5. Construct
the outlet

B6. Construct
the overflow

B7. Make
screens

Competency Profile: Raising fresh water fish

TaskDuties

A. Introduction
to fresh water
fish farming

B. Construct a
fish pond

C1. Fill pond
with water

C3. Determine
fertility of the
pond

D1. Put fish
to pond

D2. Feed
fish

D3. Care of fish
D4. Care of
pond

E1. Ways of
harvesting
fish

C. Preparing
pond for
stocking with
fish

D. Care of fish
and pond

E. Harvesting
your fish

C2. Fertilize
water in the
pond
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Employment Oriented Skills Development Project - Skills Training Resource Unit

Program: FISHERIES
Course: RAISING FRESH WATER FISH
Module code: AF012v
Modules: Harvesting your fish
Duration: 40 minutes

Content: E1: Ways of harvesting fish
- Harvest fish without draining water
- Harvest fish by draining all water
- Harvest fish by draining part of the water

Pre-requisite: There are no pre-requisites to this module.

Method: This module should be delivered using the following Methodologies:
• Lecture
• Demonstration
• Practical activity
• Discussion

Instructor: The ideal instructor to deliver this course
• should have a Certificate in Fisheries Operations
• Must have gone through Training Methodologies
• Or must be an experienced fresh water fish farmer.

Assessment method: The participant will be assessed using the following assessment
approaches:
• Written/Oral tests
• Demonstration of practical tasks through activities
• Direct Observation

Assessment condition: - All materials and equipments will be provided.
- Assessment will be conducted in farm environment

REFERENCES: 1) FAO Better farming series 27-Fresh water Fish Farming, 1982

2) Highlands Aquaculture Development Centre, A Guide to Carp fish
farming, 1995

CURRICULUM GUIDE



APPENDIX 1: Training and Assessment guide

Learning outcomes
1.1 Identify the methods of harvesting fish

Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Discuss the different methods of harvesting

fish and explain when each method is
appropriate to be used.

Assessment condition:
Trainee must be given access to:
i) information and handouts

Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 Methods of harvesting fish are identified
correctly.

Assessment method:
To demonstrate achievement of the above criteria
the trainee will be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions
• Practical activity

APPENDIX 2:

E: Harvesting your fish
Do not take any fish out of your pond during the
first five months. After five months you may
catch four or five big fish each week to eat with
your family.
When the fish are big enough, it is time to
harvest all of them. Usually, they will be big
enough to harvest in about six months.
Harvest the fish early in the morning when it is
cool. Have some watertight containers ready to
store live fish. The easiest way to harvest is by
draining the water out of the pond.

But there are several ways to harvest your fish.
You can harvest them
• without draining the water
• by draining all of the water
• by draining part of the water.
Here are some things that you should know about
these different ways of harvesting your fish.

Harvest without draining the water
If you do not have enough water to fill your pond
again and you want to harvest only part of your
fish, you can use a seine net to gather them
without draining the water.
A seine net with a mesh of 3 to 3.5 centimetres
will catch the biggest fish and allow the small fish
to escape through the net.

You will need several people to harvest with a
seine net. Perhaps your family can help you.
Perhaps you can ask your neighbours for help,
and later help them with their work or give them
some fish to pay them for their help.

Start at the deep end of the pond and pull the
seine net slowly toward the shallow end. The
drawing shows you how.
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Task C1: Ways of harvesting fish
Suggested minimum instructional time: 40 minutes

E1: Ways of harvesting fish

seine net with
mesh size of 3 to 3.5cm



You can also use a cast net or a lift net to harvest
some of the fish from your pond without draining
the water.

With a cast net or a lift net. It is easier to catch
the fish while they are eating and they are all
together. Keep the biggest fish and put the
smaller fish back into the pond.

Harvest by draining all of the water
If you have enough good water to fill the pond
again, it is best to drain all of the water. If you
drain all of the water, you will be sure to catch all
of the fish and you can clean the bottom of your
pond.

While the pond is being drained, use baskets or
hand-nets to take the fish out of the water. After
all of the water has been drained from the pond,
you may still find small pools here and there on
the bottom. Be careful to gather all of the fish in
the pools.

Harvest by draining part of the water
If you have only enough water to fill part of your
pond, do not drain out all of the water. Drain only
part of it out.
Pull the wood plug closing the outlet.
Let half the water flow out through the outlet or
siphon. Then put the plug back in the outlet.
Now you can begin to harvest your fish with a
seine net. If you have a seine net with a mesh
size of less than 1 centimetre, you will be able to
catch all of your fish.

Take all the big fish and put the small fish back.
When you are finished harvesting, let water flow
back into the pond until it reaches the level of the
overflow pipe.
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cast net

lift net

take fish
out of water

gather fish
in pool

seine net
with mesh size
less than 1cm

deep end

shallow end
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